We analyze the chiral magnetic effect in a homogeneous neutral plasma from the point of view of energy conservation, and construct an effective potential for the growth of maximally helical perturbations of the electromagnetic field. We show that a negative curvature at the origin of the potential, indicating instability of the plasma, is induced by a chiral asymmetry in electron Fermi energy, as opposed to number density, while the potential grows at large field value. It follows that the ground state for a plasma has zero magnetic helicity; a nonzero electron mass will allow an excited state of a plasma with nonzero helicity to relax to that ground state quickly. We conclude that a chiral plasma instability triggered by weak interactions is not a viable mechanism for explaining magnetic fields in stars except possibly when dynamics drives the system far from equilibrium. *
I. INTRODUCTION
There has been renewed interest in the question of how anomalies manifest on macroscopic scales. In particular, the role of chiral magnetic effect has been studied in the context of heavy-ion collisions, Weyl semi-metals, hot and dense plasma encountered in the early universe, and ultra dense matter encountered inside neutron stars and supernovae [1, 2] .
Here, the chiral magnetic effect refers to the phenomena in which a net chiral charge in the initial state triggers an exponential growth of electromagnetic fields. Ever since the anomaly was first discussed in the context of its effect on matter [3] there has been speculation about whether parity violation in the weak interactions could be responsible for triggering such an instability. Remarkably, it has been claimed that a homogeneous and isotropic plasma with massless electrons is unstable, with speculation that this instability could lead to the generation of long-scale helical magnetic fields in the early universe [4] . It has also been claimed that this effect could explain the large magnetic field found in some neutron stars (magnetars) [5] [6] [7] . A disconcerting feature of some these earlier studies is the lack of a clear discussion about how energy is conserved in such processes [8] .
In this article we reexamine the chiral magnetic instability from the point of view of energy conservation and construct an effective potential governing the growth of perturbations, resolving along the way some confusions in the literature about the correct form of the current that appears in Maxwells equations. Similar approach has been used in the past to derive the chiral magnetic current in [9, 10] in the absence of a background weak interaction.
The result of our analysis is that the lowest energy configuration for a homogeneous and isotropic plasma has vanishing helical magnetic field and equal Fermi energies for left-and right-handed electrons. An idealized plasma with massless electrons with parity violating initial conditions can exhibit an instability called the chiral plasma instability and oscillate about a corresponding lowest energy state with nonzero magnetic helicity. These oscillations are damped by a finite electrical conductivity and an equilibrium state with non-vanishing magnetic helicity and unequal Fermi energies for left-and right-handed electrons is reached.
However, for a neutron star plasma with a finite electron mass, the chiral asymmetry in the initial state decays rapidly and the final state has no magnetic field or chiral asymmetry.
Our analysis suggests that magnetic field amplification due to chiral plasma instability in neutron stars requires additional dynamics driving the plasma far from equilibrium.
II. CHIRAL MAGNETIC CURRENT
The chiral magnetic instability is seen when solving Maxwell's equations in a plasma where there is a current proportional to the magnetic field; such a current can arise when there is parity violation either in the underlying microphysics, or as an initial condition on the plasma. The relevant equation is
where the constitutive relation J = σ E + ξ B ignores effects higher order in derivatives of the gauge field, such as a magnetic polarizability term ∇ × B, etc. We consider the ansatz of a helical gauge field
and with the assumption that ξ is constant in time, one finds a maximally unstable mode at k = ξ/2 growing exponentially in time as
As the ξ B contribution to the current can be derived from the effective action
which is linear in derivatives, unlike the Maxwell term which is quadratic in derivatives, it should be no surprise that such a term could lead to instability and exponential growth at long wavelength. This contribution to the current is related to the anomaly, but like the anomaly it can be computed by analyzing the effect of classical forces on fermions with a bottomless Dirac sea. That is the approach we will take here, paying close attention to energy conservation. Our analysis shows that the coefficient ξ is not constant in time in physical systems of interest, such as neutron stars, and that in fact such exponential growth is not sustained.
We start by computing the chiral magnetic current for idealized electrons, protons and neutrons in a box in weak equilibrium at zero temperature with a constant magnetic field B in the z direction. We take the electrons to be massless, and impose periodic boundary conditions. In this case electron chirality is conserved and the right-handed (γ 5 = +1) and left-handed (γ 5 = −1) electrons will have independent chemical potentials denoted by µ ± .
As usual, the chemical potentials are given by µ = ∂E/∂N , where E is the energy and N the particle number, and they equal the Fermi energy at zero temperature. We treat the neutral current interaction between the electrons and the nucleons in a mean field approximation,
where the mean fields are parametrically of order φ ± ∼ G F n n 5 eV(n n /n 0 ), for a nuclear density of n 0 and a nucleon density of n n . In the presence of magnetic field the electrons occupy Landau levels, where the energies for the electrons in the n th level are given by
Here, for the lowest Landau level the ∓ in front of p z is determined by the chirality, while for the excited levels, the ± in front of the square root occurs for both chiralities [11] . The electron states occupied within the box are then as depicted in Fig. 1 . The transverse density of states for each Landau level g n can be derived by requiring that the total density of states revert to the free particle answer as the magnetic field is turned off, namely
with the result
independent of n.
It is evident from Fig. 1 that this state has a nonzero electromagnetic current, and that it is proportional to B since g n is proportional to B. To compute what the current is we use energy conservation. If we consider adding to the system an electric field parallel to the magnetic field, E = Eẑ, then Maxwell's equations tell us that
where E em is the energy density in the electromagnetic fields and J is the electromagnetic current. We assume that we have arranged our plasma such that at time t = 0 the electrons are in the zero temperature configuration shown in Fig. 1 , while the background protons which neutralize the system are fixed in place with constant density. At time t = dt the electrons will have picked up momentum dp z = −eEdt (10) and to linear order in dt the change in the energy of the electrons is found to be
with the definition
This result is derived by noting that to order dt the excited Landau levels do not contribute to a change in the total electron energy, since the contribution from electrons with positive and negative p z cancel each other. Thus the only contributions to dE e − come from the lowest Landau level, with the above result. Since the total energy E tot = (E em + E e − ) must be conserved, the right side of the above equation must equal E · J dt, and it follows that the current in the t = 0 configuration shown in Fig. 1 is
Note that the current is not proportional to the chiral number density in the lowest Landau level as claimed by [5] and is instead proportional to the chiral chemical potential. While it may seem intuitive to associate the current with the difference between the number densities of electrons moving parallel and anti-parallel to B, the subtlety associated with the anomaly which owes its origins to issues related to the UV regularization of the theory requires the existence of a current in the vacuum at the cut-off scale called the Chern-Simons current.
When the Fermi energies of the L and R electrons are equal, this current exactly cancels the contribution to the current from occupied electron states in the lowest Landau level [12] . Our form for the chiral magnetic effect appears to differ from that in Ref. [12] only due to the unimportant convention that we define µ 5 relative to the zero energy state of the perturbative QED vacuum (i.e. the vacuum outside a neutron star) while in [12] µ 5 is measured relative to the vertex of the Weylcone inside the medium.
The result in eq. (13) is independent of the assumption that the plasma be at zero temperature and can be generalized to finite temperature as follows. Let f χ n (p, t) be the distribution function for electrons with momentum pẑ in the n th Landau level with chirality χ at time t. We assume that at a particular time t this is given by the Fermi-Dirac distribution corresponding to temperature β −1 and chemical potential
where ε χ n (p) is the energy of an electron with chirality χ in the n th Landau level with momentum pẑ. Then the effect on the electrons of adiabatically applying an electric field for infinitesimal time dt is to change the distribution function to
This follows since each electron picks up momentum dp due to the electric field, so that the number of electrons with momentum p at time t + dt is equal to the number of electrons that had had momentum p − dp at time t. Thus during this time interval dt the electron energy density has changed by
where we used g n = eB/2π from eq. (8). Since ε χ n (p) is an even function of p for the excited Landau levels, the contribution of these levels to the integrand is an odd function of p and vanishes on integration, leaving us with only the contributions from the lowest Landau levels for each chirality. The linear dispersion relation for the lowest Landau level is
and so we obtain
where in the last line we used the fact that f FD (β, −∞) = 1 and f FD (β, +∞) = 0, the characteristic of the Dirac sea which makes the anomaly temperature independent. The above result for dE e − /dt is the same as obtained for zero temperature in eq. (11), and so the current in eq. (13) is valid at all temperatures.
Although the chiral potentials φ ± do not appear in the current, they affect the number densities which are given by
where The action of an electric field on electrons in the lowest Landau level changes not only its kinetic energy, but also the potential energy associated with the parity violating electronneutron interaction. The rate of change of this potential energy density is
where the chiral charge density n 5 and the chiral potential φ 5 are given by n 5 = n + − n − and φ 5 = (φ + − φ − )/2. Had we neglected this contribution, we would have erroneously concluded that the current was given by J = (2α/π) (µ 5 − φ 5 ) B rather than the correct expression in eq. (13).
III. THE EFFECTIVE POTENTIAL A. General Analysis
Having identified the correct current for the fermion configuration in Fig. 1 we now reconsider the dynamics of the plasma and show that the instability found in eq. (3) is not relevant to the physical situations of interest unless a new source of energy is found to power the growth of helical fields, as well as a mechanism to convert the helical magnetic field at relatively short wavelength to a large-scale field.
We start by assuming that in the presence of an electric field the occupation numbers of the electrons can adjust quickly to that configuration through chirality conserving scattering processes, with only µ ± changing with time; this is equivalent to assuming the plasma is dissipationless with conductivity σ = 0; we will relax this assumption later, but it should be clear that adding dissipative effects will not enhance instabilities. When ξ is given by eq.
(13) and σ = 0, eq. (1) can be written as
To derive an effective potential associated with the above equation of motion for A k we need to relate the time dependent µ 5 (t) to A k (t). To do this we note that rapid scattering keeps the configuration in quasi-static equilibrium is chiral symmetry preserving for massless electrons, but chiral symmetry is violated in an electric field by electrons entering or leaving the Dirac sea, which can only happen in the lowest Landau level. The rate of change of the chiral densities is given byṅ
which reproduces the conventional anomaly calculation (see, for example, the discussion in Ref. [13] ). If we use the helical ansatz for the gauge field of eq. (2) then
and so the anomaly equation eq. (21) integrates to give us two constants of motion n ± given by
Combining the above result with the simplifying assumption that the Landau level splittings are small compared to the electron Fermi energies, µ 2 ± eB, we can use the expression in eq. (18) for the number densities n ± of electrons and solve for the chemical potentials µ ± (t) in terms A k (t) and the constants n ± ,
where the fermi momenta of the positive and negative helicity states,
are obtained by using eq. (18), where the real cube root is implied.
We can now substitute these results for µ 5 (t) = (µ + (t) − µ − (t))/2 in eq. (20) to obtain
where φ 5 = (φ + − φ − )/2 is the mean field coupling to the axial electron current. The above equation is integrable, allowing us to writė
analogous to a particle with unit mass moving in a potential V with a conserved total energy E tot , where
If we assume A k = 0 at initial time t = 0 and expand V for small A k we find 
and so we see that there are no runaway solutions, despite claims to the contrary in the literature. This is the effect of energy conservation. The generic shape of the potential V is shown in Fig. 2 .
By using eq. (24), we can rewrite eq. (27) as
where the first term on the left side of the above equation is the energy density of the electromagnetic field, the second term is the energy density of the electron gas, and the third term is the interaction energy of the electron axial charge density with the background neutral current potential φ 5 , equal to n 5 φ 5 , up to an overall integration constant. Here, we have used the fact that the electric and magnetic fields associated with the helical field in eq. (2) are given by
, and E · B = −kA kȦk . Eq. (32) clarifies the meaning of the different terms appearing in eq. (27) and eq. (28).
B. Expansion for small chiral asymmetry
Since in practice chiral asymmetries and weak interaction mean fields will usually be very small, we treat µ 5 , φ 5 , n 5 and k as O( ), and redo the above analysis to O( 2 ). In this case one finds the potential
which for (k − k ) 2 < k 2 is the classic double-well potential with minimum for k = k at
It is somewhat remarkable that the gauge potential at the minimum is independent of the initial chiral asymmetry; however, in order to see the system relax to such a state one needs to include dissipation through nonzero conductivity.
IV. TIME EVOLUTION
A. Finite conductivity
From our above discussion we see that in the absence of dissipation, an initial chiral imbalance in the system will trigger an instability in the gauge field which will subsequently oscillate in the effective potential. With nonzero conductivity, a damping term σȦ k appears on the left side of eq. (20) which is now given bÿ
For k = k the dissipative term allows the field to decay to the stationary ground state where A k =Ā k andȦ k = 0 on a time scale given approximately by
where
is the electrical conductivity of degenerate matter with σ 0 ≈ 10 29 s −1 [14] . Given eq. (30) this allows us to express τ k as
Once the system has reached this equilibrium state at late time τ > τ k , the chiral chemical potential (for k = k ) has adjusted to half its original value
and the modes of magnetic field given by B k = kĀ k (x cos kz −ŷ sin kz) satisfȳ
At the optimal wave number k = k we havē
It is instructive to rearrange the above equation to yield the wavelength of the magnetic field as a function of its magnitude, with the result
indicating that this mechanism, assuming growth of a single mode at the maximally unstable wavenumber k , cannot produce large scale strong magnetic fields on astrophysical scales, where a magnetar can exhibit fields as large as 10 15 gauss on a length scale of kilometers. A second mechanism is needed to convert the short wavelength modes into large scale fields.
However, as we shall discuss below, any such conversion must occur rapidly or it will fail to grow due to chiral symmetry violation from the nonzero electron mass.
B. Finite electron mass
A nonzero electron mass violates chirality and introduces into the problem a new time scale τ m , the time scale for an electron to change chirality. We shall now consider the time In this case, it is convenient to write evolution equations in terms of a time dependent chiral chemical potential for the electrons as opposed to a time dependent chiral charge density. When m e = 0 electron chirality can change either due to Rutherford scattering off protons, or due to Compton scattering. The chirality flipping rate due to these reactions needs to be included in the equation for the time evolution of µ 5 . In earlier work in Ref. [15] it was found that Rutherford scattering dominates in dense plasmas encountered in neutron stars. When protons are degenerate the relaxation time τ f was calculated in Ref. [16] ,
where κ ≈ 3 is a numerical factor than can receive modest corrections from strong interactions, and E Fp µ 2 /2M is the proton Fermi energy and M is the proton mass. Similarly the rate of change of chiral chemical potential due to the chiral magnetic effect alone can be easily obtained in the µ 5 µ limit by taking a time derivative of eq. (23) and setting the time derivative of n ± = 0. Combining the chirality changing rates obtained from eq. (21) due to the anomaly, and eq. (43) due to the mass term, we havė
We need to solve the above equation along with eq. (35) to obtain the time evolution of µ 5 (t) and A k (t).
We see that with the finite conductivity wanting A k to settle down to the time independent valueĀ k in time ∼ τ k , the nonzero electron mass tries to drive µ 5 to zero on the time scale τ m and consequently neither a chiral chemical potential nor magnetic fields can persist on longer timescales. The transient evolution on shorter timescales will depend on the magnitude of the initial chiral imbalance µ 5 (0). When µ 5 (0) µ, it follows from eq.
(38) that τ m τ k ; the chiral chemical potential µ 5 (t) and the associated chiral magnetic current will decay exponentially on the timescale τ m and vanish before it can source the growth of a helical magnetic field (recall that the value of k in eq. (44) for unstable modes is proportional to µ 5 ).
In the opposite limit, when τ k τ m , which is realized only for extremely large µ 5 (0) of order µ, and eq. (44) is no longer valid. However, it is still easy to characterize the evolution: on the shorter timescale τ k , the system will reach the equilibrium gauge field configurationĀ k given in eq. (34); subsequently, on a timescale τ m the violation of chiral symmetry equilibrates the Fermi energies of the two chiralities and drives µ 5 to zero; this in turn eliminates the chiral magnetic current of eq. (13) which is required to support a nonzero magnetic field. However, if an inverse cascade can convert the short wavelength helical field into long wavelength poloidal or toroidal fields, which are sustained by conventional currents in the highly conducting neutron star plasma, a strong large scale field can emerge and be stable on astrophysical timescales [14] . Earlier work has shown that when a spectrum of magnetic modes is included, an inverse cascade converts short wavelength helical magnetic modes into large scale magnetic fields [17] [18] [19] [20] . A similar analysis which takes into account the rapid decay of µ 5 due to the mass term is needed to determine if this conversion can occur on short time scales. This would involve a numerical study and is beyond the scope of this work.
V. CONCLUSIONS
We derived a general expression for the effective potential for helical electromagnetic field fluctuations in the presence of a general chiral imbalance in the electrons, as well as chiral mean fields arising from the parity violating electron-nucleon interaction. This simple derivation allowed us to establish that a plasma with an initial chiral imbalance in the electron Fermi energy (or nonzero chiral chemical potential) will relax to an equilibrium state with no net magnetic field or chiral chemical potential. We found that the evolution to equilibrium has two distinct timescales. For small initial chiral imbalance µ 5 (0) µ with the electron mass induced chirality flipping transitions damp the chiral magnetic current on a timescale faster than is necessary to generate a helical magnetic field. In the extreme case when the imbalance is large with µ 5 (0) ∼ µ, a transient short wavelength helical field is generated but it too decays on the timescale τ m associated with chirality flipping transitions, unless an inverse cascade is able to redistribute magnetic energy on larger scales on a shorter timescale. Although earlier work has shown that an inverse cascade drives the helical magnetic field to larger wavelengths [17] [18] [19] [20] , it is essential that this large scale field be supported by conventional currents which persist when µ 5 = 0. If such a process operates in neutron stars, a large value of µ 5 in the initial state may suffice to develop large-scale fields of astrophysical relevance.
Our analysis shows that the chiral magnetic current in a plasma, being proportional to µ 5 , cannot be sustained on timescales larger than τ m , even in the presence of the parity violating electron-neutron interaction, without a source of energy to sustain the chiral asymmetry, given its rapid violation by the electron mass. In Ref. [7] the authors suggest that turbulence can be an energy source that drives weak interactions out of equilibrium and sustains a chiral chemical potential on longer timescales. Here, a seed magnetic field of modest strength ensures that even relatively small perturbations of µ 5 can produce the current necessary to drive the instability. They find that a modest amplification of magnetic field strength is possible under some conditions realized during the proto-neutron star phase subsequent to the supernova explosion. This possibility warrants further study where effects due to the inverse cascade, spatial gradients of the chiral chemical potential [21, 22] , and other aspects essential to modeling magnetic field evolution in the neutron stars are included.
